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CREATING COHORTS 

Because of the social distancing capacities, all of our in-person courses will need to be run using cohorts. Instructors are responsible 
for creating cohorts for each of their courses. If your class meets twice a week (MW/TTh), you should break your class into two 
cohorts. If your class is scheduled to meet three times a week (MWF), you should break your class into three cohorts.  

We are encouraging you to organize the cohorts rather than giving your students the option for a number of reasons: 
• Prevent students bunching up on midweek days – Everyone wants a three-day weekend. If you let students make the 

choice, a majority of the class might choose the middle of the week. If you create the cohorts, you ensure that students are 
evenly distributed and socially distanced in the classroom.  

• Make all students equally (un)happy – There’s nothing more just than a random drawing. By creating cohorts ahead of time 
and making it clear it is a department policy, you can prevent students from bargaining for different days.  

• Reduce work for yourself in the future – Creating cohorts yourself will let you track student attendance and participation in 
a way that works for you. Moreover, you may eliminate future student emails about which day to come.  

IDEAS FOR CREATING COHORTS  

Counting Off 
In the method, you would just go through your class roster and assign the first three students to Cohorts A, B, and C, then you would 
do the same for the next three students and so on. This mixes the class up pretty thoroughly with students from every letter of the 
alphabet represented into your cohorts.  

Randomizer  
You can create random groups in a variety of ways. Google has a Random Number Generator in which you can hit generate for the 
numbers in your class roster and create groups that way. You can also put your students’ last names into this textbox on Random.org 
and create a list that way. Or, if you’re a little nerdy and you’ve got some dice handy, roll a six-sided die for each student putting 1s 
and 2s in Cohort A, 3s and 4s in Cohort B, and 5s and 6s in Cohort C.  Double check and sure each cohort is roughly the same size.  

Alphabetical Break 
Quite simply, break your course into cohorts based on the students’ alphabetical place in on the roster. If you’re breaking the course 
into three parts, Cohort A might include students with last names beginning with A through G, Cohort B is H through P, and Cohort C 
is Q through Z. Also, be mindful that some cultures share similar alphabetical spellings or last names; for instance, over 40% of 
people from Vietnam have the last name Nguyen. If you see a concentration of similar last names in one group, you might want to 
try a different method of creating your cohort.  

COHORTS CREATED … NOW WHAT? 

Once you created and documented your cohorts, you should communicate to your students before the first day of class which 
cohort they belong to and which day of the week they should expect to come to class.  

• Email cohorts introducing students to one another and explaining which day of the week they can expect to show up.  
• Consider posting the cohort list and schedule on Canvas too. 
• Consider creating a Canvas icebreaker activity for each Cohort. 

Make it clear to your students why the cohorts exist and what your expectations will be. Be sure to include language in your syllabus 
about cohorts. In your syllabus, on Canvas, and in the classroom, remind students about your attendance policies for face-to-face 
meetings and how students can make up class time (see Face-to-Face handout for the full policy). Finally, consider letting your 
cohorts create an identity by naming themselves and/or creating a way to communicate outside of class time – either through a 
discussion board on Canvas or one of their own making in another software.  

COHORTS SYLLABUS POLICY LANGUAGE 

To keep us all safe and maintain social distancing, the Department of English and Philosophy has divided students in this class into 
cohorts. Each student has been randomly assigned one day a week (TTh/MW/MWF) that they should attend in person. Because there 
are a finite number of seats each day, you cannot trade, make up, or attend another class meeting. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=random+number
https://www.random.org/lists/
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